The phonon structure and spectral properties of states in 110 Cd are addressed by including proton excitations in the phonon basis and exploiting a partial dynamical symmetry that mixes only certain classes of states and maintains the vibrational character in the majority of normal states. 
The empirical spectrum of 110 Cd, shown in Fig. 1(a) , consists of both normal and intruder levels, the latter based on 2p-4h proton excitations across the Z = 50 closed shell. Experimentally known E2 rates are listed in Tables 1-2 
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have been shown to be unsatisfactory [2, 3] . This has led to the conclusion that the normal-intruder strong-mixing scenario needs to be rejected, and have raised serious questions on the appropriateness of the multi-phonon interpretation [2, 3] . In what follows, we consider a possible explanation for the "Cd problem", based on U(5) partial dynamical symmetry (PDS). The latter corresponds to a situation in which the U(5)-DS is obeyed by only a subset of states and is broken in other states [6] . Similar PDS-based approaches have been implemented in nuclear spectroscopy, in conjunction with the SU(3)-DS [7, 8, 9] and SO(6)-DS [10, 11] chains of the IBM.
As depicted in Fig. 1(d) , the lowest spherical-vibrator levels comprise three classes of states. Specifically, Class A: n d = τ = 0, 1, 2, 3 (n ∆ = 0); Class B: n d = τ + 2 = 2, 3 (n ∆ = 0); Class C: n d = τ = 3 (n ∆ = 1). In the U(5)-DS calculation of Fig 1(b) , applicable to normal states only, the "problematic" states [0 Fig. 1(a) , but not all. We are thus confronted with a situation in which some states in the spectrum (assigned to class A) obey the predictions of U(5)-DS, while other states (assigned to classes B and C) do not. These empirical findings signal the presence of U(5)-PDS.
The construction of an Hamiltonian with U(5)-PDS follows the general algorithm [6] and leads to the form: where
. These states, which include those of class A, form a subset of U(5) basis states, hence remain solvable eigenstates ofĤ PDS (2) with good U(5) symmetry. It should be noted that whileĤ DS (1) is diagonal in the U(5)-DS chain, the r 0 and e 0 terms can connect states with different n d and/or τ . Accordingly, the remaining eigenstates ofĤ PDS (2), in particular those of classes B and C, are mixed with respect to U(5) and SO(5). The U(5)-DS is thus preserved in a subset of eigenstates, for any choice of parameters in H PDS , but is broken in others. By definition,Ĥ PDS exhibits U(5)-PDS.
The combined effect of normal and intruder states, can be studied within the interacting boson model with configuration mixing (IBM-CM) [12] . The Hamiltonian for the two configurations has the form [4] ,
For 110 Cd, the Hamiltonian in the normal sector is taken to beĤ PDS of Eq. (2), projected onto a space of N = 7 bosons. The SO(6)-type of Hamiltonian in the intruder sector isĤ intrud = κQ ·Q + ∆, projected onto a space of N = 9 bosons.
. is a mixing term between the two spaces. In general, an eigenstate ofĤ, |Ψ = a|Ψ
, involves a mixture of normal (n) and intruder (i) components with N and N +2 bosons, respectively.
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